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ABSTRACT

Ages, A.B. 1982. The development of an oilspill tracking technique.
Can. Tech. Rep. Hydrogr. Ocean Sci. 8: vi + 29 p.

This report discusses a method to track oil spills by aerial reconnal.ssance
during periods of poor visibility.

The system consists of a radio tracking buoy which can be parachuted on the
spill and followed from an aircraft.

The design and subsequent testing of a variety of buoys and parachutes are
described in detail.

Key words: oil spills, aer1al reconnal.ssance, surface currents.

RESUME

Ages, A.B. 1982. The development of an oilspill tracking technique.
Can. Tech. Rep. Hydrogr. Ocean Sci. 8: vi + 29 p.

Ce rapport traite d'une methode de suivre une nappe d'hydrocarbure pi3-r
reconnaissance aerienne pendant des periodes de visibi1ite bornee.

La nappe d'hydrocarbure est marquee par des petits flotteurs qui sont lances
d'un avion et descendent avec une parachute. Le flotteui se monte en
transmetteur pour guider l'avion.

Les desseins et les epreuves des divers flotteurs et parachutes sont d~crits

en detail.

Mot-cles: nappes d'hydrocarbure, reconnaissance aerienne, courants de surface.
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INTRODUCTION

In the late summer of 1970, the barge Irving Whale, loaded with 8000 tons of

Bunker C fuel oil, sank 1n the Gulf of St. Lawrence, creating an.oi1spill of over

10 square kilometres. Almost irtlmediate1y after the accident, dense fog concealed

the spill from aerial r e conna t.s s ance , When, after two days, the fog finally

lifted, t he spill had disappeared from sight, presumably because the oil had

moved below the water surface due to emulsification of the relatively heavy

Bunker C. Part of the SUbmerged spit1 unexpectedly washed ashore in the Magdalen

Islands [Ages, 1971J.

since a similar situation might well occur Ln the coastal waters of Brit i.sh

Columbia, the Irving Whale accident generated interest at the Institute of Ocean

Sciences (at that time called the Marine Sciences Directorate) to develop a small

drifting transmitter which would move along the sea surface with a velocity

comparable to that of the oil. Reconnaissance aircraft and ships would be able

to home in on the s1.gnals and keep track of the spill without having to rely upon

visual contact.

This report 1S a summary of different models developed and tested

intermittently over the past ten years, including the most recent and acceptable

design.

~-~--~----~------_._ .._------- ------ --_.._--------~-------
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DESIGN

Tim FIRST MODEL

During the initial stages of its development, the spill 'marker 1 S, design was

based on the behaviour of the oilspill created by the s i nki.ng of the Irving

Whale, i.e. partly submerged chunks of emulsified Bunker Coil, foLl.owi.ng the

upper layer of the water surface with minimum direct exposure to the wind.

The first t r i a l s were made with sonobuoys,

60 em long cylinders drifting vertically in the

water, equipped with an underwater microphone and

a transmitter to report submarine traffic to

patrolling military aircraft. The partly

submerged emulsified Bunker C oil was simulated by

orange vinyl bags filled with fresh water. scale 1:20

However, the sonobuoys, because of their

50 em draught, did not follow the oil simulators; they moved out of position by

several hundred meters in a matter of hours, at less than moderate wind speeds.
"1.; I,"

To stay with the spill, the marker IS centre of buoyancy clearly had to be

raised, implying a lighter power supply pack and hence a decrease in signal

strength or working life. The small transmitters used by the Canadian Wildlife

Service to tag and track animals appeared to be a suitable alternative for the

more powerful but much heavier and bulkier transmitter packs in the sonobuoys.

These biotelemetry transmitters ,manufactured by Davidson Company in Minneapolis,

Minnesota, operate at a number of frequencies near 150 MHZ, requiring a 45 em

. whip antenna. Us i.ng three penlight batteries at 1.4 volt each, they have a power

input of 12 row and an output of 5 mw.

Transmi,ttex.g.!14ba~teries (weighing approximately 35 grams) were built into

a spherical, 10 em diameter plastic cas~,\Y;:i.ght~dwIthbueKsholtc)"'kgiep'th'ewh,icp

antenna upright. A 7-1/2 em horizontal flange with a 2 em vertical lip at' the
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circumference was added to m1n1m1ze rocking and to 1ncrease the area 1n contact

with the water surface.

scale 1:10
The buoy consisted of two identical plastic

shells bolted together, one half above the water,

the other submerged. By blowing hot air into the

upper half during manufacturing, its S1ze and

hence the projected area normal to the wind

direction could be increased. In this fashion~

strictly by trial and error, the ~rift velocity of

the' marker could be made to match that of oil.

Small quantities of actual crude oil were used,

rather than the previously mentioned waterbags

which simulated emulsified Bunker C, because an oil-spill i.n

waters would more likely consist of crude oil than of Bunker C.

the B.C. coastal

To locate the spill markers at sea, a chartered Cessna 170 float plane was

equipped with two whip antennas, one on each wing strut. In addition, a receiver

was installed which could be switched to either antenna. The direction of the

spill marker was determined by compar1ng the two signal strengths. The

transmitter I s range was about five kilometres, at a flying altitude of 200 m,

Sonie major problems had yet to be sol.ved ; e.g. a method of. positioning the

aircraft, an option to drop the transmitter from the air, a larger range and a

more accurate d i r ec t i on finder. However, t.n spite of their considerable

shortcomings, the markers would at least enable us to continue aerial monitoring

of an oilspill, even if the frequent periodl; of. fO~ 1n the Strait of Juan de Fuca

or elsewhere along the B.C. coast would inhibit visual reconna1ssance •

. One of the buoys wab sent to the Nova Scotia Research Foundation who passed

it on to Orion Electronics at Saulnierville in Nova Scotia for further. research.

While maintaining the physical shape of the buoy, Orion changed some of the

electronic features. A conspicuous modification was the internal loop antenna

which replaced the whip ant enna, maki.ng the marker eas rer to handle and more

sea-worthy. Combined with a more eopb i s t i cated receiver, the Orion buoy was

successfully marketed in Canada and abroad.

-----~~---- -----
-----~---~
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The saucer shape had been selected not only because of its similarity with

that of a partly submerged emulsified blob of oil but also because of its large

righting moment. The vertical lip at the flange's

edge, which was added to increase the drag ~n the

surface water, contributed significantly to the

stability of the buoy. In an inclined position,

th~ lip helped move the centre of- buoyancy further

away from the centre of gravity. The marker could

not capai.ze , and the whip ant enna remained

perpendicular to the water surface, even in strong

winds. Moreover, the two shells making up the

main body of the marker were inexpensive and could

be reshaped separately to vary the drag, and hence the drift velocity.

However, when further tests revealed certain flaws in our original design,

we decided to try a new approach, completely departing from the saucer shape.

THE SECOND MODEL

An important disadvantage of the saucer-shape model was its structural

weakness, which made an airdrop risky, even with a parachute. Since anoilspill

in remote waters a lmos t certainly would call for an airdrop of the transmitters"

we had to search for a more rugged, streamlined model which could be dropped from

any reasonable altitude without -shat cer i.ng upon impact on the sea surface and.

with limited penetration to prevent imploding. Among the small floats marke ted

by the commercial fisheI:'ies and marine industry, a .1ifebuoyligh,t manu.fa.ctu,;r-ed by.

a local firm, Scott Plastics, seemed to be the most promising unit. This

"Scotty" light consists of a plastic cas e for three 1.5 volt D-cell flashlight

batteries with a mercury switch and a plastic top .containing the light. Its

over-all length is approximately 40 em. The foam plas ticflo.at body surrounding

.the-batte.ryca·$gWJ!:'§l_~~chinedinto a more streamlined shape and a. lead weight was

attached to the bottom for stability. The samet~;~~~ltt~iu6edan theortg:ttPi"i

marker was now built into the light top which also provided a base for the whip

antenna.
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s ca Ie 1: 10
Scotty buoy and 100 m/hr for the saucer type

buoy. At light winds (less than 10 lon/hr) , spill

and marker s : stayed together. For these

Drift tests in the Strait of Juan de Fuca showed that at moderate westerly

winds of 30 to 40 km/hr at a wave height of 1.5 to 2 m, the saucer-shaped marker

was superior to the Scotty buoy in simulating the

spill's movement, obviously because of its

shallower draught (the increase in draught from

the saucer's 7 cm to Scotty's 20 cm was a

sacrifice to produce a more impact-resistant

shape). Both markers had a tendency to lag behind

the spill at a rate of about 200 m/hr for the

experiments, small quantities of 20 litres of Alberta crude oil were used, not

only to test the spill markers but also to examine the perfortnance of a variety

of oilspill simulators. The experimental patches of oil were later replaced by

clusters of hula hoops covered with orange signal cloth,' which we had selectd as

the best s imu l ator s , At night, these clusters were attached to floating lights

set in plywood disks.

scale 1:'10

top containing thesnapping theits side,

transmitter.

To e xann.ne their resilience, both markers were dropped from a Cessna 180

float plane over Saanich In Le t (Figure 1) at an altitude of 150 m, The Scotty

buoy survived the fall but the saucer model disintegrated upon impact.

Subsequent drops of the Scotty buoy from an altitude ()f 300 m proved less

successful, particularly when the buoy did not hit

the water "nose first" but came tumbling down on

A serl.es of airdrops with a variety of

retarding devices followed: nylon streamers

prevented tumbling but did not provide sufficient

friction to prevent damage when dropped from an

altitude of 300 m; upon impact, the inner case

with weight and batteries slipped through the foam plastic flotation collar. A

30 em high, 30 cm diameter ~ylon lampshade type parachute performed well but had
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to be released after landing lest it would entangle the antenna. Water soluble

Pepo-mint Lifesaver candies proved to be an effective self-releasing mechanism.

1: 10

Attempts to slow down the descent by mounting a nylon propeller on the

marker were abandoned even though a propeller might well be the most promising

attachment. The purpose of the propeller was not only to decrease the velocity

of descent but also to provide the marker's body with more drag near the surface

by remaining attached after landing. Varying the number of vanes, their

sh~pe and pitch, we tes ted about a dozen different propellers. Results were

inconsistent. The same model would descend slowly during one experiment, only to

tumble down the next time, and break up on the water surface. We surmised that
".the centre of gravity of the body was too close to the centre of drag to suppress

tumbling, and that a successful descent depended on the way the marker was

launched from the aircraft.

Lowering the centre of gravity would add to

the draught of the buoy and partly undo the

propeller's function of increasing the drag of

the upper sur face layer. We cons idered a small

self-releasing drogue tied to the antenna and a

weight suspended from the bottom to suppress

tumbling; this combination, although intriguing,

seemed somewhat unwieldy for an airborne

operation.

Lacking proper facilities to exam~ne the rotor attachment 1n more detail, we

finally abandoned this approach and developed a parachute which, upon

landing, would remain attached to the buoy without becoming entangled with the

antenna.

The parachute consisted of a 30 cm diameter hoop connected to the spill

marker with nylol;l.,,,c.lgth. The marker with this parachute was successfully dropped

from altitudes up to 300 m.
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A Victoria firm, Novatech Designs, was subsequently commissioned to further

develop and manufacture the new type of spill marker (Figure 2 and plate I).

Novatech also supplied the receivers for locating the tracking buoys.

)

B

A - left! Right Indicator
B - Forej Aft. .,

The rece1ver system was installed in a Britton Norman Islander aircraft of

Flight Centre Victoria. It consisted of two r eceaver s , each connected to a set

of two external antennas arranged as follows: one

"directional" set of two un i po Les , 1/4 wavelength

apart, built on top of the cockpit an a line

perpendicular to the plane's axis; a second

"fore-aft" set of two unipoles, 1/4 wavelength

apart, installed on the fuselage behind the first

set, in line with the axis of the plane. The

first unit indicated the direction of the tracking

buoy's signal; the second one would determine the

moment when the buoy was exactly underneath the

aircraft. This arrangement proved to be quite

dependable and the aircraft has now been permanently equipped with the tracking

antennas. The land-based Islander aircraft was selected because it was the only

aircraft available with the necessary space and power supply for an Inertial

Navigation System to fix the aircraft's position. The IoN.S., operated by our

Remote Sensing Section, computed positions with an accuracy of about 500 m, which

was adequate for our type of drift observations.
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COMPUTAT;I:ONS

THE DRAG FORCES

For an evaluation of the buoy's lIlovementwith respect to the wind (and hence

of its suitability to t r.ack oilspills or surface currents) the driving and

resis ting drag forces had to be de t e rmi.ned for a re.asonably large range of wind

forces.

The forces acting upon the var10US components of the drifting buoy are a

function of the wind velocities close .to the sea surface and the wind-induced

current velocities in the upper water layers, i. e.

DRAG

where CD r.s the drag coefficient (dimensionless, about 1.1 for cylinders), A 1.8

the projected area normal to the velocity, p the density of the medium (air or

water), u the relative velocity of the buoy.

a) Wind Velocities

Among the several expressions for wind profiles proposed 1n the literature

[Rijkoort} the most commonly used one is the logarithmic equation for flow over a

hydrodynamically rough surface:

u* z
U z = In

K ·zo

In this equation, uzis the windspeed at height z above the sea surface, K

the von Karman constant, a dimensionless number (0.4) derived direc~ly from the

qR~YAPMs..numb.~.r separating turbulent and laminar flows [Kraus].,
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By definition, the friction velocity, u*= ~ , specifies the tangential
p

stress T across the interface in terms of the velocity, p being the density.

Although u* cannot be measured directly, its value can be computed from wind

profile observations.

u*, as well as zo' can be obtained by measur1ng Uz for several
I

values of z , and subsequently plotting U z against 1n z, Rewriting the

logarithmic profile as U z = ~. (lnz - In zo), we can find u* and Zo by

linear regression.

Ruggles collected wind profile observations at the M. 1. T. oceanographic

platform over a period of two years and found the linear relationship

u*=0.04 U10 for light to moderate winds.

The roughness length zb 1S a measure of the surface· rOughness ~ Its

physical interpretation is again somewhat vague but it might be useful to exam1ne

its significance to the velocity distribution from which the drag forces are

derived.

In fluid flow, a hydrodynamically smooth surface has roughness projections

which are submerged m a laminar film. The surface becomes "rough" when these

projections protrude through the film and generate turbulent eddies. The

roughness of the surface not only depends on the S1ze of the roughness

elements but also on the Reynolds number, in other words the flow velocities: at

high velocities, the viscous film becomes depressed, exposing the prbjecticins a.nd

causing the turbulent flow regime to move closer to the surface. The term Zo

then represents the scale of the turbulent eddies associated with the roughness
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projections, 1n our case the capillary waves with which the wind interacts. We

would expectzo to vary with the 'Reynolds number.

The concept of aerodynamical roughness of the sea surface has its analogy in

hydraulic engineering where head losses in a p1pe are a function of its relative

roughness ~ (the ratio between the size of the roughness projections E and the

pipe diameter r» and where the flow ,distribution is expressed by a similar

equation, '

= 1

k
In Z + empirical constant.

E

In this formula, E has actually been measured (the SIze of sand graIns glued

to the wall of a pipe [Nikuradse].

Mathematically, the introduction of the roughness length shifts the velocity

profile a distance Zo upwards from the sea surface because a value ofz less

than that of Zo would cause u* to become negative. The logarithmic equa

tion then does not apply to the layer of air immediately above the sea surface.

u* .
However, substitution of the estimated ratio of 4% for _ In the wind

U10

profile equation . suggests that the value of Zo shoul d be of the· order of

0.5 nun. Therefore, strictly for the evaluation of the drag force, we ignored

the roughness length. This approximation does not imply any change in the wind

profile in our computations, it implies that the profile was not extended through

the Zo layer to the water surface, because of the insignificant contribution of

that. portion of the drag force. An important consideration was also that we know

little about the dynamics immediately above (and. below) the sea surface,

particularly in the presence of waves.

b) Wind-generated Surface Currents

As the tracking buoy is driven along the sea surface by the wind, its

. lTIQ'VElment is resisted by' the upper water layers, which themselves move in the same

d i r e c t'i.on at a rate which ···d~c·reaes'e"sFapi:aTy,,;wi'th'""dep'!::'l1,."',,;-The,xesi$t£l1g4!:~,~,

forces can be determined from w~ter velocities relative to the absolute velocity
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of the buoy; they may be negative (i.e. support the wind drag) near the surface

if the velocity of the uppermost water layer exceeds that of the buoy.

Unfortunately, our present knowledge of the water velocity distribution

c lose to the sea surface is even more sketchy than that of the wirtd profiles

immediately above the surface. So far, almost all experimental work on

wind-induced surface flow has been carried out under controlled conditions in the

laboratory and it would be questionable to apply these results to the open sea.

Obvious dissimilarities are the wave-generated component of the surface drift and

the effect of a fetch of several miles which cannot be simulated in a tank.

However, the laboratory data are at least an indication of the logarithmic shape

of the current profile associated with the resisting drag forces. Moreover, to

estimate these drag forces, we may be justified in making assumptions much less

stringent than those made for the analysis o f, other boundary-layer processes such

as mass and heat transfer across the interface.

For instance, the hydrodynamic roughness length for the water current has

been estimated or computed by several authors [Wu, Kondo, Spillane] to be

comparable with the aerodynamic roughness length for the wind, ~.e. in the order

of 0.5 mm , Considering the cross-sectional area acted upon by the drag force,

any error in this minute portion of the velocity profile would have a negligible

effect upon the total drag. Consequently, the roughness lengths on both sides of

the air-water interface were neglected and the logarithmic wind velocity profile
<

was assumed to continue through the interface into a surface water velocity

profile which differed· in shape from the wind profile because of the friction

velocities (in other words the densities of air and water).

where
U

U = Us -.....t!. 1n L
K Zo

express~on for the
_ 2
- Pwu*, Pa and

If we assume an equation of the water velocity

Us = surface water velocity, then u* follows from the

tangential stress at the air-water interface: To = Pau~

Pw bein,g the 4ensities of atr and water, a ratio of about 0.0012.

Again substituting u* = 0.04 u10 and relating u* to u* by 'the

.~---- ---~------
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equation for tangential stress, we can estimate a profile for the wind driven

surface currents as a function of U10.

Logarithmic profiles of two representative wind velocities and their

corresponding surface drifts are sketched in Figure 3.

From' the equations representing these logarithmic profiles , the drafS forces

acting upon thevar~ous components of the buoy can be ca1cu1ated,as shown in

Tables I and II,and in Figure 4.

TABLE I. DATA FOR DRAG FORCE COMPUTATIONS
I

(With Skirt)

Wind-' u =~ In ..:-
K Zo

ulO== 18m/sec uIO== 2m/sec
--

Component XA C Action u u
D Point

of buoy (cm2 ) (cm) Ccm/sec} (em/sec)

antenna 9 1.1 25 1140 130
5

.
base 2 1.1 850 90
top 20 1.1 2 680 80
ring* 200 1.1 1.5 630 70

2
Water FW = CD XA~ U == Us

_ u* In ..:.
2 K Zo

battery pack 80 1.1 24 15 2
styrofoam 120 1.1 7 23 3
parachute* 1134 0.003 0 54 6

* excluded when considering ~rag on b~oy without skirt (parachute~.
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We tried to establish a drag coefficient of the skirt and its styrofoam

nng, by towing it alongside the wharf at Patricia Bay, and by observing its

drift at known airspeeds 1n the wind-water. flume, but the results were

i.ncons i.s t ent . We finally assumed the skirt, stretched below the water surface,

to act as a flat piate with a drag coefficient depending on the Reynolds qumber,

while the ring's drag coefficient would be that of a cylinder.

The absolute velocity x of the buoy follows from a force equilibrium:

Drag
a1r

= Drag
water

2

This computation may have to be done by iteration if one or more values of

Uj exceed that of x.

The buoy's velocities were calculated for two representative wind

velocities, U10 = 18 m/sec (40 mph) and 2 m/sec (4.5 mph). The results are

tabulated in Table II which also illustrates the effect of the skirt upon the

drift.

TABLE II. COMPUTED BUOY VELOCITIES

ulO
m/sec

Buoy velocity - %'U10

with skirt without skirt.

18
2

2.3%
2.3%

1.7%
1.65%

One of the assumptions leading to these results was the universally accepted

water surface velocity of 3% of the wind-speed at 10 metres height. The

----------- ----------------_ .._-------------~------- -----
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calculated buoy velocities suggest that the buoy would slightly lag, behind a very

thin slick ofa few microns depth s uch ~s an oilspill in its third phase of

spreading (a phase governed by the ba Lance of surface t en s i.on and inertia).

As indicated by the. computations, the. buoy's velocity can easily be adjusted

to 3% of- U10 by increasing the diameter of the skirt, or (less easily) by

shortening the cylinder containing the batteries. For the time being, the design

was left unchanged; a larger skirt would be difficult to handle from an aircraft

and a shorter cylinder would imply a lower stability and a decrease t.n power

supply. Moreover~ these theoretical percentages were rather conservative without

considering the effect of Stokes drift, f~tch and the occa~ional wind thrust on

the skirt when whisked off a wave cre~t.

LABORATORV TESTS

Preliminary tests to observe the Novatech buoy's performance at different

wind velocities, were carried out in a wind-wave flume in 1980 and 1981. The

flume, located in the hydraulic laboratories of the Canada Centre for Inland

Waters at Burlington, Ontario, has a length of 83 metres, a heightber::ween roof

and bottom of 3.08 m and a width of 4.57 m, The location of access doors,

observation windows and built-in anemometer permitted' the use of only a small

portion of the tank for this experiment.

The drift velocity was obtained by timing the distance travelled between

transit marks on the flume's wall at selected airspeeds measured by a cup
"

anemometer. At a water depth of 55 cm; the anemometer was mounted two metres

above the water surface, 53 cm below the ceiling. ·This arrangement was not set

up to represent conditions 1.n the open ocean' but t o provi.de us with an

opportunity to observe the behavio~r of ,the buoy and the effect of certain

components on the dr i.ft; velocity, .such as the skirt and the draught (i.e. the

length of the battery case). Inclu4ed in the tests was the original saucer type

, s15 i:"11'marker'·'Tmodi£i,ec:l,py-,,_Qr.ig~l~ .. ,

The wind speeds, measured at two metres 'above the water sur face were

3.8 m/sec and' 12.2 m!sec, generating waves of four and eight em height,
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r e spect i ve Ly , Each model was tested at least three times, with variations from

the mean not exceeding 4%. Attempts to measure the drift of the water surface by

tracking small vinyl strips dipped in Vaseline were unsuccessful because of the

lack of agreement between the runs.

TABLE III. BUOY VELOCITIES MEASURED IN CCIW FLUME

(Percentages of Airspeed at 2 metres height)

AIRSPEED

FLOAT:

Standard Novatech buoy, draught·
35 cm. ~ith skirt

Standard Novatechbuoy, draught
35 em without skirt

Short Novatech buoy, draught 25 cm
with skirt

Short Novatech buoy, draught 25 cm
without skirt

Orion buoy

3.8 m/sec

1.9%

1.4%

2.4%

.1.9%

2.8%

12.2 m/sec

1.3%

0.7%

1.6%

1.2%

1.3%

'The inconsistency rn the behaviour of these. strips {and other small objects

which we tried} might be due to local perturbations in the airflow caused by the

walls and ceiling of the tank., These perturbations might not be "felt" by' the

much larger floats. The discrepancies were particularly noticeable at higher fan

speeds. A peculiar trend in the data was the significant decrease of the

"parcentage wind speed" of the buoy's movement with an ~ncrease in wind speed,

which contradicted our computations as well as our experience with drifting
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objects in the open: sea. This hehavior could agai.n be due to the wall effect*.

However., the tests were s uc c e s.s f u I t.n one important aspect; the resul ts,

t,abulated i.n Table III, clearly demonstrate the effect of the skirt upon the

speed of the buoy, and confirm the earlier computed estimate of 25%. The

influence of the draught seems exaggerated, perhaps by the shallow water depth.

It would be tempting to extend, this expl.orarory work to a ser a e s of detailed
't. ,_

measurements of the three-dimensional distribution of the airflow and associated
I '

surface currents a.n the tank. Using much more .sophisticated equipment than a

stop watch and a set of marks on the wall of the tank, we might be able to detect

flow patterns at different fan speeds and thus explain the behavior of the

indicator strips. These data could produce a reasonably accurate relationship

between the movements of the buoys and the water surface in the tank. However,

we would still be left with the elusive question as to what extent the surface

flow in a wind-wave flume can be identified with that In the open ocean.

Therefore, rather than launching into a complex laboratory project with an

academic outcome, we moved our experiment to open water, a compromase between

more realistic condi.t i ons and a loss of accuracy due to tidal currents and local

variations in the wind field.

* Wind velocity profiles measured in the. tank by a contractor for CCIW may

provide at leas'~ a partial explanation. As the faJ?- speed ~as increased, there

appeared to be a negative shift Of the m~asured wind profiles with respect to the

logarithmic "open water" profiles computed for . the corresponding anemometer

r e ad i.ngs , This shift would proportionally decrease the wind drag and hence the

speed of the buoy relative to the anemometer reading.
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FIELD TESTS

DRIFTING

The test site was the central portion of Saanich Inlet (Figure 1). Thi~

site was chosen because of its relatively insignificant tidal currents and its

proximity to the Institute.

To measure the wind at a height of ten metres above sea level, a Lambrecht

anemometer was installed on the head of the Institute's wharf, ten metres above

mean sea level. This location implied that the Lambrecht data were useful only

during periods of on-shore winds. Preferable, but not essential, were periods of

s l ack water ,

The field experiments were conducted an the spr i ng and summer of 1982.

Spill markers were released from a launch about two kilometres off shore and

tracked with sextant fixes during periods of one to three hOurs. Currents were

measured from a nearby ~ooring buoy, with a Marsh-McBirney electromagnetic

current meter. Since the winds at the site might differ somewhat from those

recorded at the dock, wind readings were also taken on the launch with a hand-s

held anemometer, three metres above the water surface. Test periods were kept

relatively short because of the variability of the wind field and because the

floats were to stay within a reasonable distance from the mooring buoy where we

could monitor the tidal currents. Several trials had to be scrapped because of

unexpected wind shifts.

To follow the movement of the sea surface, we used the vinyl strips. In

addition, a cluster of hula hoops covered with orange signal cloth was tracked.

The results of two accept.ab l.e test runs are listed in Table IV. The winds ,

monitored from the launch, r.emained steady during the periods indicated.
f1.

The tabulated results are still somewhat of an approximation because it wa~

physically impossible tOI measure variations in either winds or currents at the

exact location of the buoys: the launch had to remain at; a distance from the
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floats to avoid disturbing the wind field while current observations could only

be made from an anchored buoy in the vicinity.

TABLE IV. BUOY VELOCITIES MEASURED IN SAANICH INLET

0)
skirt

%

%

, - -
DATE & TIME WIND (tJ l o ) CURRENT BUOY 'VELOCITY (%ITl

(km/hr) (em/sec) with skirt without

11/3/82; 10h - llh 270" - 29 - 2.4% 2.1, ,

*11/8/82; 12h - 123 0 080" - 17 320" - 24.4 ,,' 2.2% 1. 7"

*(Figure 5 -shows this test ~n detail)
I I

..

Regardless of these disadvantages of an experiment a.n open water, certain

pr~stical aspects were noteworthy because they were essentially what the project

was all about:

The spill marker with ski.r t consistently moyed at the ~ame velocity as the

vinyl strips .,W~thout the skirt, its drift velocity decreasedb:y about 20%

(compared with a computed 26%, Table II). The hula hoops and a skirt by itself

moved , faster by about 10%.

Among the yp.;ri9Ys ~ypes of o i Lapi.L], s~IIll}Jators which we tried out in recent

years , the vinyl strips app~ar to he the most real~st,ic ,ones; chey are only a

fraction of a millimetre thick and remain part of the sea surf~ce withou~ being

whisked off wave crests by the wind. It would be, difficult to compare the

velocities of strips and oil .on the sea exper iment a l Ly : . surface tension would

keep the strtps trapped ,in oil anq prevent them from drifting independently.

The .s t r i.ps di.s appear within hours, .either into the. water co Lumn by orb i t a l

motion 'or ,along the surface by d i spers i.on , thus limiting their usefulness. For a
. '. ; .' .r. -. ,. . ,

,drift.exerc:ise ,of several hours or days, the hul~ hoops are p;referab Ie,' r.n

particular because they can beequipped~ith ~l:~(,)be. TIghts for nightw-ork;
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RANGE AND DIRtCTION

Flying at an altitude of 300 m over Satellite Channel, north of Saanich

Inlet, we fou,nd the maximum range of the spill marker's transmitter to be 40 km

1n optimum conditions (clear weather, calm sea). Although the angular precision

of the signal \\Tas difficult to evaluate from a movi.ng aircraft, only minor

adjustments in the aircraft's heading were needed to approach the buoy. Once the

aircraft was oriented by the receiver's directional unit, its passage over the

buoy was clearly indicated by the lqcating unit.

The maX1mum range over w~ter was found to be S1X kilometres. This distance

was de.termined in Saanich Inlet from s.launch equipped with a receiver while a

spillmarker was left on the shore. The sea was smooth. The elevations of

t e ce ave r and transmitter were respectively two and six metres above the water

surface, suggesting a line of sight of 16 km, Increasing the length of the whip

antenna from 1/4 to 5/8 of the transmitter's wave length would improve the range

over water by lowering the signal's radiation lobe more towards the horizontal

[Taylor]. However, a longer antenna is difficult to handle and does not improve

the range during an airborne operation for which it was originally designed.

WORKING LIFE

To exami.ne their range and condition after a prolongedper'iod of exposure,

one of the spill markers was left in the water, with the transmitter turned (,)D.

After two months of continuous transmission, its signal (powered by four 1.5

volt D cells) still had a range of 2.2 km and, apart from being covered with

barn~cles, the buoy was in good condition.

AIRBORNE EXERCISE

On July 28, 1980, four spill markers were parachuted in a line across the

Strait of Juan de Fuc,a (Figure 4). The purpose of the experiment was not only to

test the entire airborne technique but also to verify a numerical oilspill model

developed at the Institute in earlier ye~rs [Ages, 1981J.
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The spill markers were released from an Islander aircraft flying at an

altitude of 200 metres a.n light westerly winds. Six hours later, they were

Loc ated again by the same aircraft using the two tracking receivers and the

Inertiai Navigator. During the next morning, all four were tracked close to the

shore of Washington State, where three of the buoys were eventually retrieved by

the public and returned to the Institute. Apart from major discrE7pancies between

the actual tracks and the model-:predictedpaths, the operation itself went well

and no further exercises of this magnitude were carried out.

>.
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SOME FINAL REFLECTIONS

Although the design of the tracking buoy was tested by a great deal of field

work and had to be m6dified several times, it w~uld be wrong to conclude that the

final product is the only acceptable one.

During our trials at sea, we found that almos t any floating object with a

draught ot a few centimetres will at one time or another stay with an oilspill;

and at one time or another wander off on its own. Even an oilspill itself rarely
I

retains its cohesion but moves about in streaks and patches several kilometres

apart.

However, we also noticed that there were certain restrictions to the draught

of the float:, the sonobuoy with a draught of 50 cm was a poor simulator and the

much smaller Scotty and Novatech floats needed a horizontal drogue (skirt) on the

sea surface to keep up with the surface drift. The skirt has two essential

functions: it serves as a parachute during the spill marker's descent from the

aircraft and, once in the water, it adds to the drift velocity as it remains

attached to the buoy.

The biloy's drift velocity can be modified simply by changing the diameter of

the skirt, a useful feature since not all types of oil may move at the speed

assumed by our design. As its specific gravity increases due to emul s i f i.c at i.on

and evaporation, apy type of oil will eventually sink below the sea surface and

move at a slightly lower velocity. 'The skirt could then be adjusted to certain

stages of decomposition of an oilspill. We left this refinement to 'some future

research project.

Since an oilspill move s with the upper layers of the water surface, the

spill marker may equally well be used to track surface currents, provided that

one recogn~zes the limitations of the airborne technique. Its accuracy does not

so much depend on the a i r craf c ' s positioning system (INS, Decca etc.) as on our

ability to exactly determine when the aircarft passes over the buoy for a fix.

In that respect, measuring surface currents is much more demand i.ng than the

surveillance of an oilspilL An alternative would be a shore-ebased receiver
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sys t em, fixing the position of the buoy with bearings from two shore stations.

We tried this approach but found the radio. bearings much less accurate than the

angles obtained by a conventional theodolit~.

Because of our sketchy knowledge of the spill marker's drag coefficients and

of the velocity profiles of winds and currents near the sea surface, the drag

force analysis rested on some broad assumptions which might well be proven

inadequate by future research. The final adjustments r.n the design were

therefore inspired more by the results of our experiments than by. those of our

computations. Still, the empirical approach had its drawbacks: the laboratory

data were inevitably distorted by the wall effect and shallow depth; at sea, the

winds and currents had to be observed at some distance from the buoy and could

not always represent the conditions nearby.

In conclusion, while we may have succeeded ~n developing a suitable

technique to track an oilspill from the a~r, some design aspects requ~re

additional experimental work, perhaps by a more specialized research group. The

literature shows a disappointing lack of information on wind-induced surface

currents, as well as on wind profiles over ocean waves. This report suggests the

continuing need for such research, in particular if the tracking technique is to

be applied to a study of surface currents.
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